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1 win &amp; 5 nominations. See more awards » Edit Series cast summary: Gorden Kaye ... René Artois 85 episodes, 1982-1992 Carmen Silvera ... Edith Artois 85 episodes, 1982-1992 Vicki Michelle ... Yvette Carte-Blanche 85 episodes, 1982-1992 Richard Marner ... Colonel Kurt von Strohm 85 episodes, 1982-1992 Kim Hartman ... Private Helga Geerhart /
... 85 episodes, 1982-1992 Guy Siner ... Lieutenant Hubert Gruber 84 episodes, 1982-1992 Kirsten Cooke ... Michelle Dubois 82 episodes, 1982-1992 Richard Gibson ... Herr Otto Flick 78 episodes, 1982-1992 Rose Hill ... Madame Fanny 78 episodes, 1982-1992 Arthur Bostrom ... Officer Crabtree 74 episodes, 1985-1992 John D. Collins ... Flying Officer
Fairfax 64 episodes, 1982-1992 Nicholas Frankau ... Flying Officer Carstairs 64 episodes, 1982-1992 John Louis Mansi ... Herr Engelbert von Smallhausen / ... 63 episodes, 1985-1992 Sue Hodge ... Mimi Labonq 62 episodes, 1987-1992 Kenneth Connor ... Monsieur Alfonse 62 episodes, 1984-1992 Hilary Minster ... General Erich von Klinkerhoffen / ... 59
episodes, 1984-1992 Jack Haig ... Roger Leclerc 51 episodes, 1982-1989 Read more Edit René Artois runs a small café in France during World War II. He always seems to have his hands full: he has relations with most of his waiters, he keeps his wife happy, he tries to please german soldiers who visit his café, and he runs a major underground operation
for the Resistance. German incompetence is often what almost descends into the hot water of René and his cohorts; Nor are they helped by locals who are appallingly eager to get rid of the Germans, but their blatant and theatrical attempts at espionage and secrecy often cause problems that René has to solve quickly. By Murray Chapman
&lt;muzzle@cs.uq.oz.au&gt; Plot Summary | Adding a Synopsis Certificate: See all certificates » Parental Guide: See content advice » Edit voted #13 uk's best sitcom survey in 2004. See more » At the end of each episode there is a list of Actors in order of performance, but on several occasions the order of the list does not correspond to the actual order in
which the actors appear in the episode. Season 5 even has some episodes where actors are credited with the list without appearing in an episode. See more » [airmen have entered the café disguised as a palse-bearer when a group of Germans arrive] Flying Officer Carstairs: What is going on? Michelle Dubois: [English accent] Jerries. Stay away, or you'll
be shot. Flying officer Fairfax: We have a real blockage in it. See more » User Reviews Edit release date: 30.12.1982 (UK) See more » Also known as: Allo 'Allo! See more » British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) See more » Driving time: 30 min (44 episodes) | 35 min (Section 6) | 25 min (32 episodes) | 45 min (3 episodes) Aspect ratio: 1.33 : 1 See Specs
» Main content All available now (0) Next (0) I originally started this account last year so I could &lt;/muzzle@cs.uq.oz.au&gt; &lt;/muzzle@cs.uq.oz.au&gt; A place where I leave several of my drawings of Don Karnage. I was still quite new to learning to draw him, and I was hoping this would help me heal. Here's the latest comparison! Both come from
memory. jillybean2011 asked: Cute suggestion drawing! (I just want to suggest ideas and your blog looked perfect) Crews find a baby photo of their beloved captain Don Karnage. Shows it to one person, and suddenly the whole crew is behind them just staring at this picture. And when I say the whole crew, I mean Don Karnage in his pilot's plane behind the
VHS case! Don Karnage poses! I'd like this framed and on my wall. Don Karnage and Molly Cunningham, both fans of Danger Woman, are such an unexpected parallel, but that's it! According to his age, there's a running prank in one Talespin comic that Don Karnage claims is 29 every year because he categorically refuses to hit 30. jillybean2011 asked: 1.
Love the drawing you did, top notch work. 2. I wanted to share the main jug that Don Karnage still has puppy fur, mostly his stationary puppy like floppy ears (who never want to stay straight no matter how old he gets), and him, which is why he keeps them hidden I love this. I'm 100% sure he's very soft. Maybe his tail stayed the size of a puppy. That's why it
seems to be missing. some og karnage memory karrrrnage sketchdump sketchdump
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